Important circular

O/o The PCDA (WC)
Chandigarh
Dated:- 26/11/2018

To,

The All LAOs,
(Under PCDA WC, Chandigarh)

Sub: Acknowledgment of C.P. Vouchers through E-Mail Only.

Of late, it has been observed that acknowledgements of C.P. vouchers, received in your office from PCDA "G" Block, New Delhi and top sheet of the same received in main office, are being received in hard copy instead of soft copy from nearly all the LAOs under jurisdiction of PCDA (WC) Chandigarh, which has been viewed seriously by the Higher Authority/Competent Authority.

Hence, it is advised that from now onward the acknowledgement in r/o C.P Vouchers received in LAO offices from PCDA "G" Block may kindly be acknowledged through e-mail at the e-mail address PCDA (WC) Chandigarh. Pcdawcstaudlit.dad@hub.nic.in.

Strict future compliance is requested.

Copy to:

The Officer In charge
EDP
Local
For uploading on PCDA wave site.

GO (S/AT)